Shonen Relationships
Confucius Reinterpreted

Shoujo Style

Sailor Moon, Spirited Away (the heroines of Miyazaki in general), Azumanga Daioh, fushigi
yuugi, fruits basket, to name a few... Those of you who have heard me speak before, may
notice that I have spent a lot of time taking about Shojo Anime.

Shoujo Themes






?

Fantasy, Romance, School, Individuality/Quest for identity, groups and relationships,
spiritual/religious themes

Shounen Style

Naruto, Yuusuke, Bleach-Ichigo, Luffy from Onepiece, Speedracer, Deathnote - Raito

Shounen Themes







?

Today’S Topic

?
What does anime have to do with Confucian moral values?

So, who is Confucius?
Kong-zi or Kung Fu Zi
or Koshi
Quoted in the Analects
(Lun Yu)
Political Philosopher

孔夫子 or Master Kung 551 - 479 BC

From the principality of Lu most likely born in what is today known as Shandong province, prior to the first emperor, Qin shi-huang. He saw social
unrest and wished to make a better society. He was a minor official, and eventually a local mayor, and police commissioner of Lu. He was
frustrated with the unrighteous governor, Ding, and got out of service. He was known as a great scholar and sage, but few really listened to him
during his lifetime, except for his group of students. It is the students who were listened to, as they took the master’s ideas and sayings and
expanded them and put them into practice in government and other forms of civil service. Some of the more well known students were Meng-zi
(Mencius), Xun-zi, Han fei-zi, mo-zi, and the later neo-confucians.

A Golden Rule
子貢問曰、有一言、而可以終身行之者乎。子曰、其
恕乎、己所 不欲、勿施於人。
Adept Kung asked: "Is there any one word that
could guide a person throughout life?"
The Master replied: "How about 'shu': never
impose on others what you would not choose for
yourself?"
Analects XV.24, tr. David Hinton

Schirokauer “Confucius’ ideal man or true gentleman (junzi) is humane, wise, and brave. He
is devoted to virtue in contrast to the petty man out for gain. His standard is righteousness.”
31

Analects - Opening Lines
Confucius said: Isn’t it a pleasure when you can make
practical use of the things you have studied? Isn’t it a
pleasure to have an old friend visit from afar? Isn’t it
the sure sign of a gentlemen, that he does not take
offense when others fail to recognize his ability?

Schirokauer “Confucius’ ideal man or true gentleman (junzi) is humane, wise, and brave. He is devoted to virtue in
contrast to the petty man out for gain. His standard is righteousness.” 31
OR, as Reid says, “Almost every schoolchild has memorized these words. They learn the opening lines of the
Analects to this day, in the same way that American students learn, “When, in the course of human events...” and
English students learn “My kingdom for a horse!”

Ethics
Ren

Li

禮
礼
れい

仁
じん

For Confucius, li included proper etiquette or good manners, as agreed on by thee family and community. One who fails to make use of them is more likely to be misunderstood. However,
deceivers can also make use of such rules of etiquette, and someone who is taken in by a false use of good etiquette is likely to become mistrustful.
Schirokauer: “The Li are traditional” they are religious values, etiquette, proper behavior. “When performed with true sinerety, are what make the individual human...All dealings between
people shoudl accord with li performed in perfect good faith. Then everyone would perform his role with genuine understanding and devotion. Harmony would result, there would be no
need for physical sanctions, no necessity for laws and punishment.” This is character is made up of the radicals or pieces that denote “To show” and “Abundance”
Jen is good will--a willingness to do what is best for all concerned. "In such social cooperation, neither meddles with, or tries to change the nature of, the other, and neither deviates from his
own nature in providing for the other what the other needs." (Bahm, 1992, p. 29) This serves as the basis for all other virtues. You could call it a “mother” virtue from which all others
descend. The character here represented is person and the number 2.
By studying human association in his own community, in other kingdoms, and in historical records, Confucius concluded that an essential principle of social relations is that of reciprocity.
This means that "persons tend to act in relation to others as others act in relation to them."

Filial Piety

Respecting oneʼs parents, and then ancestors, those who have passed on, and keeping their memory. Being obedient and bringing honor to your family. Most Japanese do this even now,
of course, with a When the elders pass away, they are referred to as Hotoke-sama, or “Buddhas” and are often prayed to. Small offerings of incense are given, and at times, report cards
are shown at the family altars that contain the images of the deceased and their memorial tablets. It is important to keep the spirits in the after life connected to your life.

Reciprocity
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We can see Japanese interpretation of Li and Ren with the ideas of On and Giri.
On is defined in Kenkyuushaʼs dictionary as “Kindness, Goodness, a favor, a benefit, a debt of gratitude.” Thereʼs Oya no On, which translates as “Parental Love” and “Shu no on” or “Oneʼs
master or lordʼs favor.” Thereʼs even the concept of being indebted to oneʼs teacher, and then understanding the extent to which one is indebted. Weʼll get into that in a minute. Giri means
justice or duty, what you owe to the person to whom you are indebted. Here, Kenyuusha defines it as, “Justice, a sense of duty, a debt of gratitude, a sense of honor, respectability, decency,
courtesy, social courtesy, and the demands of courtesy.” You get the picture. In other words, if someone does something special for me, I am in their debt, and I should know how to
respond in kind. If I offend someone, I owe them a debt of honor, and must do something to fix it.
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Knowing how act,Rei, and what should motivate me to do this, jin, will show me how to respond to my group, my peers, my family, my friends, all those in society.
Knowing what correct actions to take, when I am treated kindly, On, and how to respond the person correctly, Giri, will enable me to keep harmony and fulfill all social righteousness. Ever
heard of the concept of Giri-Choco? Thatʼs “Owed-Chocolate.” It comes about on Valentines day. When valentinesʼ day happens in Japan, most girls give boys chocolate. This ancient
custom began in the 1950ʼs when chocolate companies promoted sales by connecting giving Chocolate to your sweetheart as important. Well, because of the on of the group, it came to
pass that moms and other school girls did not want boys who didnʼt get chocolate to feel left out, so they began giving chocolate to their sons and girls gave to the entire class of boys.
Hence, “Giri-Choco.” This is one small example of contemporary maintaining f group harmony through reciprocity.

Cardinal Relationships
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This brings us to the cardinal relationships. Confucius defined five of them: Ruler-ruled, Friend-friend, Parent-child, brother-brother, husband wife. Each of these help to quantify who you
relate to and how you ought to relate to them, setting up proper etiquette, proper behavior patterns, and respect. Upon these relationships society is built.

Harmony

調和
和
わ
wa

When Rei and Jin are observed, when relationships are understood, harmony exists. Wa or
even Cho-wa, ordered harmony results. Maintaining this balance in Japanese society is
crucial.

imbalance - Trouble

迷惑
めい
astray/err

わく
perplex/doubt

When a breach of etiquette, a disturbance in wa occurs, we have a Meiwaku. Meiwaku referrs
to annoyance or a trespass. Meiwaku must be dealt with in terms of on and giri, debt and
duty, to restore wa.

Restore Harmony
(Don’t do it again.)

和
forgiveness

許す

礼


迷惑
謝る

(Annoyance/error)

(Apologize)

仁

Recpirocating 恩／義理
Read Ried’s example of Meiwaku. Talk about Ren and relationships dictating how you behave towards your
neighbor. Talk about gift giving or some other apology to make up for the breach. Talk about forgiveness as
reciprocal giri. Restoration of wa. Now one more thing, all the rei/ren with out Li/Jin may be, in my opinion, what
is causing some of the social problems found in Japan.

What about the Anime?
We’re mostly looking at Naruto today. Naruto himself is very brave, brash, and has to be strong in his inner being. He has a lot of potential, but is
just not mature or very polished. He also is on a quest to discover himself and be recognized for who he is within his group of peers, the village,
and the world itself. What’s more, in a word, Naruto also embodies Meiwaku, and We’ll see why as the story unfolds. With that, let’s get started!
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Filiality. Reciprocal obligations. Made up of the characters meaning “to show” and “prosperity”
Group is as important as those who are in charge/authority
Husband/wife is not addressed much, but we see snippets from time to time
Siblings, moreover, senior/junior group member dynamics of respect and coaching
Friends, the extend one goes to bat for another and how friends relate
Child to Parent is very often explored. What do parents mean to us? How should we view them?
And of course, how should the self act in reciprocal relations to other ranks? Who am I in relation to the group?
We see on and giri in action, rei and jin as the underlaying social order. Itʼs not so obvious at first, so letʼs view some clips and discuss.

And what’s with
Naruto?
We’re mostly looking at Naruto today. Some of you have no doubt seen a lot of this particular
anime, but as Confucius said, “Isn’t it a pleasure when you have made practical use of the
things you have studied?” Now, Naruto himself is very brave, brash, and has to be strong in
his inner being. He has a lot of potential, but is just not mature or very polished. IN a word,
Naruto embodies Meiwaku. We’ll see why as the story unfolds. With that, let’s get started!

Who is transgressing who?

Naruto Ep. 1
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How is the meiwaku/transgression made up for?
Parental absence = lack of identity, need for group recognition
On towards Naruto=sensei and Hokage - the chief village elder
Giri=what the town owes Naruto, even though they don’t realize it - he suffers for them because he embodies the demon fox.
Empathy and understanding for Naruto’s situation.
How does Iruka so Li? Ren? Sacrifice for Naruto. Teacher’s role. Note the differences between the two teachers. Promote Naruto to get what he
wants, keep Naruto back until he is better. What about the loss of parents in both teachers’ lives? How does Naruto respond? Embraces Iruka.
What is Naruto’s giri for the town? His On?

Relationship: Elder brother/younger brother
Elders vs. younger
Identity - how to relate to the group and achieve greatness - recognition for one’s own merits
Respect
Teaching/looking after younger brother (Not REAL brother, but Japanese see oniichan/oyabun vs. kobun realationships)
Naruto embodies Meiwaku.

Naruto’s understanding of On and giri? Hard work. Be prepared. To lead and be the best, hard work, no shortcut.

How do his friends embody their relationship to him?
What about li and ren? On and giri? What is the importance of the group?
Why is naruto pinned down? Meiwaku.

What does Naruto do this time?
How does Sakura respond? Why?
How does Naruto’s behavior reflect on her?

What are they remembering here?
Sasuke went renegade, they want him back. This is 3 years later.
Do they care about their lost friend? On and Giri.

Back to the early times. What is Naruto’s meiwaku met with?
How does Hokage respond? Kakashi?
What is the group’s on to the village?

Societal imbalance - lack of li and ren. Who embodies li and ren? Hero/sage? What about
groupd? Standing up for those you love. What about the father figure?

Look at the old man’s interchange. “Not doing right when you know it is right is the coward’s wa’ Teachings of the previous hokage. Sound
Confucian? Sound like Ren? The true meaning of being strong is loving others despite what you have suffered. Analects 2:24 Confucius said
“Faced with what is right, to leave it undone shows a lack of courage.” How about that? Real courage only comes when accompanied by li and ren.
“The strength of a nation depends on the integrity of the home.” “Ability will never catch up with the demand for it.” They equate Confucius with a
previous Hokage. What does Naruto want to become so desperately?

Filial piety. Piety towards spirits.
What does the elder brother, Ichigo do? What does Oni-chan mean? How is it used? Does
thier emind you of Konoha-maru at all? How does he relate to dad and sisters? Is this usual?

We learned about his mom’s death. How does he feel? What does the mother/child
relationship look like here? Compare her to dad.

We see a different side of dad. How would you describe this relationship? How do they
remember mom? Filial piety?

Feel free to
contact me!
http://blog.doshiyo.com
cborn@csl.edu
Facebook: Christopher Born

